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The CAT CJ1000DCP Jump Starter and Compressor is a powerful and versatile tool that can help you start your
vehicle and inflate your tires in case of an emergency. However, it is important to use and maintain it properly to
ensure its optimal performance and longevity. This user guide provides detailed instructions on how to use and
maintain the CAT CJ1000DCP Jump Starter and Compressor, including important charging instructions, digital
display icons, reverse polarity alarm, using the air compressor, and USB power. It also includes a FAQ section
that answers common questions about charging, jump-starting, battery life, and peak amps. It is important to read
the instruction manual and your vehicle’s user manual before using the CAT CJ1000DCP Jump Starter and
Compressor to ensure your safety and prevent any damage to your vehicle. The product comes with a one-year
limited warranty and was designed for household use only.
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CAT CJ1000DCP Jump Starter and Compressor

THIS QUICK START GUIDE IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL. PLEASE
REFER  TO THE INSTRUCTION MANUAL AND YOUR VEHICLE’S USER’S MANUAL BEFORE USE.

IMPORTANT CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Immediately charge this unit for a full 40 hours upon receipt. This unit’s internal battery is shipped in a partially

charged state and must be fully charged before use.

2. Fully charge the unit immediately after purchase, every 30 days, and after each use. Lead-acid batteries can

lose charge over time. Regular recharging can optimize performance and battery life.



DIGITAL DISPLAY



ICON SOLID FLASHING

Unit is fully charged Unit is charging

USB power is ON

Compressor feature has been selected Compressor feature is ON

Vehicle has started Ready to
Jump-start

System fault detected*

Correct Clamp connection

Reverse Clamp connection

Consult the TROUBLESHOOTING section of the Instruction Manual for further info.

REVERSE POLARITY ALARM

When battery clamps are connected in reverse polarity, an audible alarm (continuous beep) will sound and the
LCD screen will display the Reverse Polarity Indicator icon (please see Instruction Manual for details). DO NOT
activate the jump starter. If this happens carefully disconnect the clamps and re-connect with the proper polarity.
Ensure that the grounded clamp has a firm and clean connection.

USING THE AIR COMPRESSOR

To prevent overheating, Air Compressor will automatically shut off after 10 minutes. Please allow a 30-minute
cooldown before resuming inflation. Note that the Air Compressor will store the last PSI setting in memory, making
it easier to regularly top off your vehicle’s tires.

USB POWER

1. Press the USB button on the control panel.

2. Plug the electronic device into any of the USB Ports and operate normally.

3. LCD Screen will display Voltage Indicator and USB Power On icon.

©2020 Caterpillar. CAT, CATERPILLAR, BUILT FOR IT, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow,” “Caterpillar
Corporate Yellow,” the “Power Edge” trade dress as well as corporate and product identity used herein, are
trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission. ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY: This
product is covered by a one (1) year limited warranty. See the instruction manual for full details. TO REDUCE THE
RISK OF INJURY, THE USER MUST READ THE INSTRUCTION  MANUAL. The product in this box may differ
slightly from that pictured. Not all objects are included. Baccus  Global, a licensee of Caterpillar Inc. US Patent



No. D761,200. *Sure Fit® is a registered US trademark and Set & Forget™ is a  US trademark owned by Baccus
Global LLC. This unit was designed for household use only.

Specifications

Product S
pecificatio

ns
Description

Product Na
me CAT CJ1000DCP Jump Starter and Compressor

Charging Ti
me 40 hours for a completely discharged unit

Battery Life Enough power to start an average size vehicle up to 20 times on a full charge

Recharging
Time Approximately 10 hours for a completely discharged unit

Reverse Po
larity Alarm

An audible alarm (continuous beep) will sound and the LCD screen will display the Reverse Polari
ty Indicator icon when battery clamps are connected in reverse polarity

Air Compre
ssor

Automatically shuts off after 10 minutes to prevent overheating. Stores the last PSI setting in me
mory for easier regular top-offs of vehicle tires

USB Power Press the USB button on the control panel. Plug the electronic device into any of the USB Ports a
nd operate normally. LCD Screen will display Voltage Indicator and USB Power On icon

Warranty One-year limited warranty

Intended U
se Household use only

FAQ’S

How do I charge the unit?

The unit can be charged by connecting an AC power source to the DC input port on the back of the unit.

How long will it take to charge?

It will take approximately 40 hours to fully charge a completely discharged unit.

How long will a full charge last?

A fully charged battery should provide enough power to start an average size vehicle up to 20 times. If you are
using the compressor, it will reduce the number of jump-starts you can do before recharging.

How long does it take to recharge?

It takes approximately 10 hours to recharge a completely discharged unit.

What is reverse polarity alarm and what should I do if I hear it?

When battery clamps are connected in reverse polarity, an audible alarm (continuous beep) will sound and the
LCD screen will display the Reverse Polarity Indicator icon (please see Instruction Manual for details). DO NOT
activate the jump starter. If this happens carefully disconnect the clamps and reconnect them properly. If this
happens again, please contact your authorized service center or call Customer Service at 1-800-732-6839 for
assistance.



How do I charge my cat jump starter?

CHARGING/RECHARGING
Open the AC adapter cover located on the back of the unit and connect an extension cord to the unit. Plug the
other end of the cord into a standard 120-volt AC wall outlet.
Charge until the green LED Battery Status Indicator lights solid.
Once fully charged, disconnect the extension cord.

Can a jump starter charge a battery?

A jump pack — a more conveniently designed portable jump-starting device — is the modern solution for how to
charge a dead battery in your car. You can even use them on your own, without the need for another person or
connecting to a running vehicle.

How many volts is a car battery?

12.6 volts
When we take a closer look, we see car battery voltage can range anywhere from 12.6 to 14.4. With the engine
off, the fully charged car battery voltage will measure 12.6 volts. This is known as “resting voltage.” When the
engine is running, battery voltage will typically rise to 13.5 to 14.5 volts.

Where is the reset button on a generator?

Reset Breaker for Power Tech Generators. Reset breakers are located on the control box of your generator along
with the main on/off switch and main breakers. Reset breakers protect the circuit from surges. When your
generator experiences a surge, these breakers need to be pushed in to be reset.

How long does cat jump starter battery last?

Typically as a general rule 24 – 48 hours immediately after purchase and after every use. It is also recommended
to recharge every 30 – 60 days for approximately 12 hours or until the battery status indicators show full when the
product is not in use.

How do you know when a jump starter is fully charged?

Usually an indicator light on the jump starter tells you when a recharge is necessary. Simply insert the power
adapter into an outlet and charge the battery until the light indicates a complete charge.

What does 1000 peak amps mean?

Generally speaking, a jump starter with a higher peak amp rating is more powerful than one with a lower peak
amp rating. Peak amps typically ranger from 300 to 1000 amps with some very powerful ones exceptionally
reaching over 3000 amp.

How do I use the air compressor?

To prevent overheating, the air compressor will automatically shut off after 10 minutes. Please allow a 30-minute
cooldown before resuming inflation. Note that the air compressor will store the last PSI setting in memory, making
it easier to regularly top off your vehicle’s tires.

What should I do if I hear the reverse polarity alarm?

When battery clamps are connected in reverse polarity, an audible alarm (continuous beep) will sound and the
LCD screen will display the Reverse Polarity Indicator icon. DO NOT activate the jump starter. If this happens
carefully disconnect the clamps and reconnect them properly. If this happens again, please contact your
authorized service center or call Customer Service at 1-800-732-6839 for assistance.

How long will a full charge last?

A fully charged battery should provide enough power to start an average size vehicle up to 20 times. If you are
using the compressor, it will reduce the number of jump-starts you can do before recharging.

How long does it take to fully charge the unit?



It will take approximately 40 hours to fully charge a completely discharged unit.

How do I charge the CAT CJ1000DCP Jump Starter and Compressor?

The unit can be charged by connecting an AC power source to the DC input port on the back of the unit.
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